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======================== The CNEBULAX program is a
database manager, and a star map generator. The main aim of the

CNEBULAX program is the construction of powerful sky maps and
lists of deep sky objects, to be studied in our deep sky observing

sessions. CNEBULAX has the following characteristics: * To have a
very good quality of the sky display at each telescope position * Full
control of the telescope's functions: azimuth, elevation, star guide,
zenith direction, telescope speed, frame orientation, focal length,
limits, etc. * Support to several telescopes of different types and

sizes. * To be able to run in different kinds of computers, in other
words, to be able to run in a notebook, a home computer, etc. * Small
size: it is composed of just 49 Mb. (There are many smaller database
managers that occupy about 1/4 of this space). * Quick and easy to

use * Dozens of maps and magnitudes in real time: CNEBULAX has
real time maps (nebula clouds, stellar dust clouds, etc.) * Very
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accurate location of the main stars (star catalogue 1.2: Guide Star
Catalogue 1.2, with more than 25 million stars) * Hundreds of deep

sky objects: hundreds of deep sky objects are available in
CNEBULAX, including about two million double and variable stars.
* Very good user interface: comfortable interface with icons, direct

access to the information and smooth navigation. * Very easy to
install and expand: to add to the database of stars and deep sky
objects, add databases or simply paste databases to the current
databases. This is a very easy task. The most important files are
compiled in a separate directory, allowing great flexibility. The

database can be installed at the first level of the user directory, in
other words, in the same directory as the CNEBULAX executable. *
User-friendly cataloguing: all the objects of any kind can be listed by
date and/or magnitude. All the objects can be categorized by (at least)

name, diameter, the epoch of observation, or double/variable stars,
etc. * Full screen mode: you can set all the things you wish to,

including colours, magnitudes, filters, etc. * Can be launched in full
screen: full screen mode is here so you can have a bigger map, and

better telescope control.

CNebulaX Serial Key [Latest]

Here is a macro key to paste pictures or annotations, use them in the
main document (sky maps, notes, observer's logbook, etc) or in

several RTF files. Please note that the text is entered manually (not
any formating). "CNebulaX Crack Free Download: CNebulaX v2.2"

is compatible with Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8 and 10. It is also
compatible with MacOSX 10.5 and 10.6. However, the compatibility
with MacOSX 10.5 is reduced; it is recommended to install the last
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supported version. CNebulaX v2.2.0 has been tested and run on all
these systems, but it is not guaranteed that it will work correctly on
MacOSX 10.5. The CNebulaX team will never be held responsible

for any problems that might occur. The installation procedure is
described in the installation document. CNebulaX can be installed as

a stand-alone application (a minimal database is needed, but no
additional programs are needed). In order to use the proper function

keys on Windows, it is recommended to activate the right-click
menu. If you do not like this idea, you can use the "Control (Win)" +
"Shift" + "J" keys combination. The Macro key can be accessed using

the right click menu as well. The codes to trigger CNebulaX
(SkyToolbox) are the following: "CNebulaX" (any of the examples) +
"C" (CANCEL). "CNebulaX" (any of the examples) + "M" (MACRO
key). "CNebulaX" (any of the examples) + "R" (RUN). "CNebulaX"

(any of the examples) + "O" (OPEN). "CNebulaX" (any of the
examples) + "Q" (QUIT). "CNebulaX" (any of the examples) + "A"

(EXPORT). You can use the same code to run another sky map
program. In any case, you need the FULL path to the CNebulaX

executable. The codes to use CNebulaX in horizontal mode are the
following: "CNebulaX" + "H" (CTRL) + "H". "CNebulaX" + "H" +

"F" (FULL SCRE 77a5ca646e
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CNebulaX Crack+ Free (Updated 2022)

What's New in the CNebulaX?

Since August 2008, I have been working on a new tool to
complement the old one. CNebulaX is a complete viewer/database
manager of the sky, developed by my company. It is released for free
under the GPL license, but with the optional "Complements" license.
More details on CNebulaX's capabilities are on the wiki page, and on
the User's Guide. CNebulaX is at the moment able to plot ca. 25
million stars, and to analyse them and all the objects in the sky. It is
also able to show and navigate all the objects in the sky, including the
sky and planetary constellations. CNebulaX supports the following
stars databases: GSC 1.2 (up to 25 million stars), AC2000 (up to 4.3
million stars), Tycho II (up to 2.5 million stars), and PPM (up to
50,000 stars). The full release also includes more than one million
deep sky objects, double and variable stars (all the files required for
the full installation are within this website). The number of databases
is unlimited, and under certain rules, the program can create and
manage as much as one wishes. Here are some key features of
"CNebulaX": �￭ Observer-oriented: it was developed under the
point of view of a deep sky enthusiast, covering all the needs of a DS
observer �￭ Lots of information for any object, and it is opened to
incorporate more, or appending more databases �￭ A new star
database: Guide Star Catalogue 1.2, with more than 25,000,000 stars.
Its power is impressive; I am astonished with the details. With the
picture collection and the current maps, guiding the telescope and
CCD imaging is now easier than ever!!! This database can be
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downloaded from the complements section, where the basic
installation can be expanded. Everything is free, naturally. �￭ It
displays annotations (several thousands at the moment): click on an
object and check how it looks at the eyepiece. It is compatible with
the observer's logbook; the volume of annotations is, however, far
greater, although only text is displayed in this case. �￭ The full
CNebulaX release includes more than one million deep sky objects
(ca. 1,250,0000 DSOs). The basic installation includes a mixed DSO
database (32,000 objects) and Tycho II (2,5 million stars). In this
website, you will find to download all the additional files required to
expand the basic installation, visit the complements section. �￭
Comfortable toolbox, hierarchically organized with a multi-tab
interface �￭ Multiple facilities for an easy and accurate navigation,
and telescope guiding (
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System Requirements For CNebulaX:

PC hardware and OS: Processor: Intel Pentium 4 3.0Ghz or faster
Memory: 1 GB RAM Graphics: Nvidia GeForce 7600 GS or Radeon
HD3870 Hard Drive: 20 GB available space Sound Card: Any Input
Device: Keyboard Software: Internet Connection: Broadband internet
connection DirectX: Version 9.0c Please note: Wizards of Legend
does not support the Windows Vista operating system. Does not
support the Windows Vista operating system. The
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